ity of the scholar, is a hard thing to admit. Shiflett has more than adequate documentation for this finding. It is also somewhat painful to have so clearly documented the fact that the kind of education that librarians and their academic institutions accepted "... differed radically from that expected of faculty members. Indeed, the form of library education as it was begun by Dewey and promoted by his disciples was, in essence, a manifestation of the spirit of the public library movement." So much for the strength of the historical influence as regards academic status for librarians.

In Shiflett's words: "As a profession distinguishable from that of members of the faculty and from other types of librarians, it (academic librarianship) has failed to become fully defined." Rather, I would say that, after reading Shiflett, the definition might well be before us. Now all we have to do is admit it—academic librarians warrant status on their own account. Shiflett has provided us with plenty of food for thought.—Russell Shank, University of California at Los Angeles.


One of the many undercurrents of academic librarianship is the persistent notion that small-college libraries have special problems which cannot be treated easily. Somehow the environment and limited resources of the typical host institution seem to impose peculiar restraints on the library's potential for achieving success. This perception is especially evident among those librarians who view the difference between college and university settings as basically a matter of scale. Fortunately, most of the people who contributed essays and studies to the publication reviewed here recognize the unique and exciting challenges afforded by a venture into college librarianship.

This is a modest book which offers the reader an opportunity to reflect on such vexing issues as "Collection Development from a College Perspective," "The Challenge of Cataloging in the College Environment," and "Equal Employment Opportunity and the College Library Administrator." Two of the eighteen articles were published earlier in *C&R, but the rest of them are fresh contributions to the relatively sparse literature on the subject. In all, they serve as a good introduction to a variety of topics handled by college librarians on a daily basis.

The most refreshing articles are those that attempt to come to terms with the special characteristics of the subject in a general manner. Peter Dollard's overview, entitled "A Paradigm for College Libraries," is a remarkably thoughtful attempt to delineate the special role of the college library. Susan Lee offers a superb planning strategy in "A Modest Management Approach," while Charles Maurer describes the underlying paradox of mixed responsibility for line and staff functions with "Close Encounters of Diverse Kinds: A Management Panorama for the Director of the Smaller College Library." Other articles focus on topics such as faculty status, acquisitions, personnel, media resources, user instruction, government documents, archives, and planning a library building. In all, the editors have assembled a serviceable treatment of the subject.

This volume should be useful to library school students and others who may wish to obtain greater knowledge of the real issues faced by college librarians. It may also serve to identify some topics for research in an area of librarianship which some people feel has not received enough attention.—Richard A. Olsen, Rhode Island College, Providence.


This report is the result of a study conducted by the Aslib Research and Consultancy Division and funded by the British Library Research and Development Department. The aim of the study was to provide ratios of library-information staff to users in the special sector (excluding public library and educational sectors). These ratios are intended to be of use in forecasting and planning at both the national and organizational
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level, and are intended to complement ratios used for forecasting in other areas of manpower planning in the United Kingdom.

Census data came from two sources published in 1978. Additional data was gathered from a questionnaire that was distributed to 2,100 special service units, of which 655 (31 percent) replied. These 655 units were divided into three categories: industry-commerce, private and profit-making; government, central and local; and societies and associations. There were also categories for geographical distribution and size of parent organization. Ratios were established for two types of staffing—staff with special qualifications and total staff. Users were defined as either on-site or off-site. Potential and theoretically possible user populations were also discussed. In addition, the questionnaire was designed to address the issue of ideal ratios needed to maintain current services and those needed to expand services. Work-load ratios were also collected.

Whether the ratios constructed in the report have utility for U.S. planners can be left to the judgment of the reader. It is interesting to compare the discussion sections of this report with the "National Profile of Information Professionals," by Donald W. King, et al., in the Bulletin of the American Society of Information Science (August 1980). On both sides of the ocean there is concern over the lack of national standards relating to information professionals, and a lack of information concerning the number of specialists needed, or what training they should have. The Slater report echoes the King report in finding that technical or other "special" credentials or training is frequently substituted for training in the principles of information extraction in many units serving the special sector. Slater takes the optimistic view that these staff positions may in the future be filled by people with more formal qualifications. Both reports, however, indicate a lack of appreciation of such special qualifications on the part of employers. Indeed, there appears to be a lack of consensus on the part of the specialists themselves about their own identity as a profession. Slater reports a lack of agreement even on the names given to these units, with the term "Library" coming under special fire. Her findings showed the more unique the label, the happier the staff
seemed to be with it, as it reflected some specific focus of their operation not captured by a more generic term.

Despite the inclusion of automation in the subtitle, there is not great emphasis on this aspect of library/information work in the report. The questionnaire asked about current usage and desire to automate, but readers are left to draw their own conclusions about its future impact.—Charlene Renner, Iowa State University.


The author, who describes herself as neither advocate nor detractor of zero-base budgeting (ZBB), has addressed her work to library managers who seek information about this recently heralded theory/process, “to decide whether ZBB can be a meaningful and suitable process for them in planning, budgeting, evaluation, and control.” Portions of the material presented were developed for institutes on ZBB directed by the author in 1978.

Following a section on “Fundamentals of Budgeting” (ten pages), Chen offers general background (eight pages), and some thirty pages of more detailed explanation of the special elements (e.g., “decision packages”) of ZBB. She concludes the narrative section of the book with a short chapter (four pages) on advantages and disadvantages of ZBB, and then six pages on “Managing ZBB and Its Implications for Library Managers.” Most of the remainder (some two hundred pages) of the book is taken up with examples, almost entirely reproductions of both blank and completed ZBB budget documents from three special libraries: a state library, two medium-sized university libraries, and one college library. A glossary, bibliography, and index complete the volume.

The fundamental weakness of the work stems from its origins as a collection of material intended for use in an institute, where an instructor or leader can provide both context and answers to questions. The book is wanting—certainly as a “manual”—in that both the general discussion and the examples of ZBB applications are presented without context or the critical analysis and commentary needed by many readers, especially those not well versed in budgeting issues. A more substantive review of general budgeting principles and theory (more than one paragraph to describe program or performance budgeting, for example) would have strengthened this work considerably. Fewer examples, with explication of and fuller commentary on the details of library applications of ZBB would have been most useful. Numerous stylistic, and some grammatical, lapses also suggest haste in editing and production.

While references to other works on ZBB are many and valuable, all but a scattered few date from ZBB’s halcyon period of 1975–77. There are more recent and useful comprehensive analyses of ZBB, such as Hammond and Knott’s *Zero-Based Look at Zero-Base Budgeting* (published in 1980), that the librarian-manager should consult. This would be an appropriate acquisition for larger library-science collections, but, especially at the quoted price, it is not recommended to others.—William J. Crowe, Ohio State University Libraries, Columbus.


The latest volume in the Microform Review series in library micrographics management, *Developing Microform Reading Facilities,* is magazine sized, with lots of photographs and not much text, considering the size. The price, moreover, is a rather steep $39.95. Nonetheless, the information it contains is accurate, complete, well illustrated, and certainly useful to anyone contemplating designing a microforms-reading area. It is clear that the authors have had “hands on” experience with microforms and know whereof they speak; their recommendations are both practical and reasonable.

The book is divided into five chapters, plus an introduction and a conclusion. The first three chapters discuss the various microformats and such things as reduction ratios, silver versus nonsilver film, and the physical care of microforms. Other topics covered in these chapters are locating and preparing a